
Introduction
This paper outlines why taxation matters to

Commonwealth developing countries, by not

simply raising revenues to pay for

development, but by shaping the governance

context influencing that development.1 In

seeking to reduce poverty, promote growth

and improve governance, the Commonwealth

must pay more attention not just to how much

revenue is raised through taxation or how it 

is spent in member countries, but also how

taxes are generated.The paper concludes with

ideas on how to promote tax reforms that

improve governance.

There is overwhelming evidence of a

strong association between effective

governance and development, and between

effective taxation and good governance.2 Tax

(meaning both domestic taxation and customs

tariffs and excise) is a central concern to the

Commonwealth because the ability to collect

taxes is a core function of an effective

democratic developmental state.

The Importance of Taxation
Promoting better tax systems generally in the

Commonwealth deserves priority because:

• Taxes, if designed well, can advance

economic growth, lessen extreme

inequalities, tackle climate change and

fund the delivery of the Millennium

Development Goals (MDGs), thereby

significantly improving the lives of all

citizens and especially poor people.

• Tax is a core part of state effectiveness

and the most visible sign of the social

contract between citizens and the state.

Fair and transparent tax collection

demonstrates good governance and

shapes government legitimacy by

promoting accountability to tax-paying

citizens, and by stimulating effective state

administration and good public financial

management.

• Tax revenues that increase with economic

growth ensure sustainable funding of

essential public services (‘public goods’)

such as security, health and education on

which economic growth and social

development depend.

• Rising tax revenues together with

sustainable economic growth are the basis

of an exit strategy to get developing

countries out of aid dependency.
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All countries, even the very poorest and most aid

dependent, need to collect taxes. Yet, while low tax

countries tend to have lower income per capita,

higher per capita incomes are not necessarily

associated with higher tax takes. For instance in

2003, Zambia with a per capita income of US$785

collected 18.1 per cent of GDP in tax, whereas

Uganda had a per capita income of US$1,167 but

collected only 11.4 per cent of GDP. What explains

such differences?

The answer is complex.The tax ‘system’ comprises

the politics, laws and regulations that set out a

country’s tax policy, combined with the administrative

reality of how the policy is actually applied. Poor tax

policies can undermine development. For instance, in

Nigeria, persistent political uncertainty was reflected

in the federal government estimation in 2004 that it

collected only around 10 per cent of taxes due (with

half the revenue collected then lost or embezzled).3

Examples from the French Revolution to

contemporary Zimbabwe show declines in public

revenues frequently inter-link with political violence

and state failure.4 Levels of tax collection do not

necessarily indicate that citizens perceive their state or

government to be legitimate. Political violence in

Kenya, a relatively highly taxed state, illustrates that

collecting more taxes does not preclude violent

challenges to the state’s authority.

To raise taxes in a good way, tax systems should be:

• Economically Efficient – raising most revenue with

the least cost and effort, and without creating a

significant disincentive to work or invest;

• Effective – administratively capable of delivering the

desired policy objectives at minimum

administrative and compliance cost; and

• Equitable – offering fair treatment for taxpayers and

promoting social cohesion. Tax systems and

individual taxes should be as predictable, simple

and transparent as possible, be internally

consistent and be socially accepted as just.

These objectives are frequently in conflict. But

difficult political choices must be made. The

manner in which these policy choices happen is at

the heart of the negotiated social contract, part of

building a responsive state. Hence, the way taxes

are raised has profound effects on the type of state

that develops.

Tax and Governance
‘Revenue is the chief preoccupation of the state. Nay more,

it is the state’.5

Making tax systems efficient, effective and

equitable is difficult everywhere, in particular in

developing countries with weak political

institutions, widespread corruption and poor

administrative capacities. Too often this process of

‘tax as state-building’ does not happen: in many

developing countries the tax base remains

dangerously narrow, and its administration overly

ineffectual or coercive. Different histories of

taxation matter: in Western Europe taxes developed

as a consequence of war and national mobilisation,

whereas in many developing countries central taxes

began as a colonial imposition.6 This has an

important long-term influence on how people

view the legitimacy of taxation.

Yet few governance challenges are as important as

collecting taxes. As taxes supply the revenues to

govern, establishing basic tax systems is a priority in

even the most fragile contexts. Widespread

corruption, tax avoidance and evasion by politically
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influential businesses and access to tax havens by

wealthy taxpayers all undermine efforts at taxation.

The political challenge for building an effective state

is not only what and how much to tax, but how to tax,

who pays, and why – that is, the balance between

degrees of ‘quasi-voluntary’ compliance7 and

coercion. Below are four central aspects in the

relationship between governance and taxation that

matter in all countries.

Political settlement

Tax is always highly political. It is an expression of

the ‘political settlement’ – the general

understanding about how political power is

organised and exercised – that defines the collective

national interest. Taxes both fund public goods and

help to entrench political authority.8 The political

settlement for ‘elites to pay taxes’ is weak in many

developing countries – too many politically

powerful people are unwilling to pay their fair

share of the tax burden to improve the effectiveness

of the state.9 As a result, there is little political will

to address huge inequalities by taxing easily

identified assets such as property. In Kenya, for

instance, the ‘tax gap’ of uncollected potential tax

revenues by the last year of the Moi presidency in

2001 had reached at least 35 per cent, suggesting

significant and increasing levels of tax evasion as

taxpayer faith in the regime collapsed.10 This lack of

‘fiscal legitimacy’ exacerbates the doubts of

ordinary citizens about whether governments will

spend tax revenues wisely. This can lead to an

excessive use of coercion to raise tax, further

alienating citizens from an already fragile state.11

State legitimacy

Legitimacy strongly influences citizens’ willingness

to pay tax.12 State legitimacy emerges from the

quality of governance institutions and the extent to

which they deliver political stability, accountability,

rule of law, the absence of violence, regulatory

quality and control of corruption. An African state

accepted as politically legitimate by its citizens is

estimated to have annual growth rates up to 2.5 per

cent higher than if the state’s legitimacy does not

command popular support.13 The post-

independence collapse in perceived legitimacy across

Africa was reflected in tax evasion: in Malawi, for

example, tax evasion increased seven-fold between

1972 and 1990.14 Trust in the government, in the

justice system and in the legislature strengthens

citizens’ confidence that government will spend tax

revenues wisely and efficiently. This increases tax

compliance, which in turn increases the efficiency of

tax collection: for example, the widespread

perception of government fairness and efficacy has

built high tax compliance in Botswana.15

‘No representation without taxation’?

Tax has been central to the emergence of effective

democracy at least since 1340, when the English

Parliament for the first time explicitly linked its

approval of taxation to the redress of public

grievances over bad governance. Citizens as voter-

taxpayers, acting collectively, can play a key part in

building the constitutional checks and balances that

provide oversight of the executive. This applies not

only to the political evolution of all OECD

countries16 but also in developing countries.17 In

contrast, in the years immediately before the 1994

military coup in The Gambia, lost revenues rose to
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9 per cent of GDP and income tax evasion

expanded to 70 per cent of total revenue due.18

In democracies there is always a tension over fiscal

discipline between citizens’ interests as voters or

citizens’ concerns as taxpayers. In developing

countries this relationship between the citizen as

taxpayer or as voter is particularly difficult since

most voters do not pay direct taxes. In Bangladesh,

for example, less than 1 per cent of the population

fall within the tax net, with 4 per cent of taxpayers

(or less than 0.04% of the population) paying 40 per

cent of the tax revenue while 50 per cent of

taxpayers (less than 0.5% of the population) pay less

than 1 per cent of the total tax revenue.19

The same ‘social contract’ is needed with the

private sector. The informal sector is a major part of

the economy in many developing countries in part

because of low ‘tax morale’ (intrinsic willingness to

pay taxes based on acceptance of the legitimacy and

effectiveness of the state).20 Business owners like all

citizens do not want to pay taxes unless they feel the

tax is legitimate, services will be delivered, and

others are also paying their fair share.

Tax morale 

Creating high tax morale requires governments not

just to compel but also to persuade. It is difficult to

raise tax efficiently without ‘bargaining’ with

citizens and building up their trust in

government.21 Tax levels reflect citizens’ perception

of the capability and responsiveness of the state. As

a result, despite frequent tax changes, the

government’s share of national income usually

remains remarkably constant, except where the

political context changes. In Pakistan, for instance,

as the legitimacy of the state collapsed from the

early 1970s to 1995, tax evasion more than trebled,

and continued thereafter in the climate of ongoing

political turmoil and military rule that saw the

tax/GDP ratio fall from 13.2 per cent in 1998 to

10.6 per cent in 2006.22 By contrast, the perception

of a strong democracy creates consistently high tax

morale in India23 and in Botswana.24

Fiscal Social Contract
Where governments must finance themselves by

persuading rather than coercing their citizens, they

are more likely to rule democratically and to spend

money on providing services to citizens.25 Progress

will be most readily realised in a state that is already

accountable, where taxpayers have representation

and where the social contract already exists. These

political economy dimensions shape the ‘fiscal social

contract’, the implicit agreement between the state

and its citizens that taxes are paid in return 

for good governance. A ‘fiscal social contract’ has

two components:

• A high level of routine and institutionalised

processes that enable citizens to be engaged in

decisions about how public revenues are raised

and spent;

• General acceptance that obligations to pay taxes

(‘contributive justice’) and entitlements to the

benefits of public expenditure (‘distributive

justice’) are important components of citizenship.26

These processes strengthen domestic accountability

and encourage the emergence of civil society actors
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and groups that can demand citizens’ rights: ‘No

taxation without representation’.27 That in turn promotes

stronger oversight by parliaments, audit agencies and

other oversight institutions, as well as business

associations and the media that can scrutinise

government revenues and expenditures. For example,

taxation appears to be driving the emergence of a

political ‘voice’ within the Commonwealth in the

business communities in Uganda, United Republic of

Tanzania, and Zambia.28 Post-apartheid South Africa’s

strong ‘fiscal social contract’29 compares with the

apparent lack of a ‘fiscal social contract’ delivering for

the poor in Nigeria.30

Strong political leadership also matters. The

Rwanda Revenue Authority owes much of its success

over the last 15 years to the country’s president, who

has led the campaign to change public attitudes to

the importance of paying taxes for state building.31

Tax and Political Settlements
State legitimacy and social cohesion are closely

correlated with increasing tax compliance.32 The

tax/GDP ratio is strongly and negatively associated

with the incidence of conflict: as taxation increases

as a share of national economic output, conflict

becomes less likely.33 To achieve this, promoting tax

systems that explicitly seek to build government

legitimacy and effectiveness, creating in turn a

culture of compliance among citizens, is particularly

important for Commonwealth states like Sierra

Leone that are fragile or emerging from conflict.34

State legitimacy is built by delivering political

order and core public services.The relative success of

democratic legitimacy and state effectiveness in the

Commonwealth therefore matters to taxpaying.35 At

the same time, the role of effective tax systems in

creating better political representation, a stronger

civil society ‘voice’ and a more effective bureaucracy

means poor people are more likely to be better

served by the government.36 It is therefore possible

to illustrate how taxation both shapes and reflects

governance context (Table 1).37

Reforming Tax Systems, Improving
Governance
This paper has outlined why taxation matters for

governance and development. How in practice can

promoting better tax reform promote better

governance?

The first step is to engage with the political process:

Politics matters!

• Understand the history and political context of

taxation.

• Conduct ‘tax morale’ surveys of citizen attitudes

to the legitimacy of the tax system at national and

local level, and with the private sector.

• Strengthen the political rationale for broadening

the tax base in ways that explicitly encourage

citizen groups as taxpayers to seek political

‘voice’.

The second step is to promote specific dimensions

of governance:

Accountability

• Parliamentary and other institutional oversights of

the tax authority.

• Media and civil society attention to tax, especially

the importance of a sound tax system for poverty

reduction and development.

State legitimacy and social
cohesion are closely
correlated with increasing
tax compliance
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Politico-fiscal Dynamics

• Limited state legitimacy and political

representation means tax policy very

unstable.

• Tax base narrowly on trade; no direct taxes;

excessive tax rates on the formal sector

fuels corruption.

• Tax administration capacity extremely low

and widely seen as corrupt.Tax collection

relies on coercion further undermining

very low compliance.

• Weak property rights, no credible growth

strategy, limited political stability.

• Tax morale and compliance depend on

support or opposition to regime, rather

than to state.

• The ‘fiscal social contract’ is not evolving

with changes in government capacity,

economy and society.

• Tax administration capacity low, revenue

collection stagnating or declining.

• Tax policy is unstable with a limited tax

base. High tax effort achieved by enforcing

indirect/trade taxes or imposing high taxes

on the small formal sector. Personal direct

tax mainly paid by government employees.

• The ‘fiscal social contract’ is weak, but tax

morale strengthening and beginnings of

quasi-voluntary compliance.

• Tax administration capacity low.Tax policy

regime stable.

• Tax effort evolving from enforcing ‘easy’

indirect/trade taxes.

Indicative Tax System39

No or Low Tax Morale/Low Fiscal Social

Contract/No Quasi-voluntary Compliance.

Institutionalised Evasion. Low Tax

Collection/Low Tax Effort. High Tax Rates/

Low Social Spend/Regressive Taxation and

Expenditure.

Tax/GDP ratios:

e.g. Nigeria (6.1%) indicates non-tax revenues

(i.e. oil); Bangladesh (9.3%); Pakistan

(10.6%).

Low Tax Morale/Low Fiscal Social Contract/

Limited Quasi-voluntary Compliance.

Widespread Evasion. Low Collection/Low

Effort/Low Rates/Low Social Spend.

Tax/GDP ratios:

e.g. Uganda (12.2%);The Gambia (18.9%);

Malawi (up from 13% in 1993 to 19.2% in

2002, 20.7% in 2010).

High Tax Morale/Low Fiscal Social Contract/

Growing Quasi-voluntary Compliance.

Contained Evasion. Low Collection/High

Effort/Low Rates/Low Social Spend.

Tax/GDP ratios:

e.g. Zambia (17%, with 93% effort) 

Type of Political

Settlement

Fragile political

settlements 

Stagnant political

settlements

Stable political

settlements

Table 1. Political settlements shape the characteristics of tax systems38
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• Increasing state effectiveness generates

moderate tax morale, allowing ‘fiscal social

contract’ to evolve; and growing quasi-

voluntary compliance may be creating

‘democratic developmentalism’.

• Tax administration capacity improving.

• Tax policy regime stable and often

progressive, with effort to tax incomes to

reduce inequality; taxing property

consolidating property rights helps in

supporting economic growth and political

stability.

• High contestation of legitimacy polarised

by coercion of political opposition, and

consent from regime supporters.

• Tax policy regime may be relatively stable

with broader tax base.Tax administration

effective but often corrupt. High tax effort

achieved by enforcement on the small

formal sector, and relies more on effective

coercion than consent.

• Weak property rights; limited growth

strategy; poor political stability.

• High degree of state legitimacy creates

high tax morale.

• The formal or informal ‘fiscal social

contract’ is vibrant, by political process of

persuasion and negotiation, leading to high

rate of quasi-voluntary compliance.

• Stable tax policy in which direct taxes –

personal, corporate, social contributions –

significant.

• Competent, non-corrupt tax

administration.

• Effective property rights; growth strategy;

political stability.

Strengthening

political

settlements 

Contested

political

settlements

Effective/

inclusive political

settlements 

Growing Tax Morale/High Fiscal Social

Contract/Improving Quasi-voluntary

Compliance. Limited Evasion. High

Collection/Low Effort/Low Rates/High Social

Spend/Progressive Taxation and Expenditure.

Tax/GDP ratios:

e.g. Mozambique (rise from 8.5% in 1993 to

15% in 2010),Tanzania (rise from 9% in

2001 to 14.6% in 2010); India (16.4% but

only 52.2% effort).

Low Tax Morale/Low Fiscal Social

Contract/Low Quasi-voluntary Compliance.

Widespread Evasion. High Collection/High

Effort/High Rates/Low Social Spend.

Tax/GDP ratios:

e.g. Kenya (18.4%) suggests that high tax

collection does not preclude violent

challenges to the political settlement.

High Tax Morale/High Fiscal Social

Contract/High Quasi-voluntary Compliance.

Limited Evasion. High Collection/Medium or

High Effort/High Rates/High Social Spend.

Tax/GDP ratios:

Effective and inclusive tax in evolving

democracies, e.g. Ghana (20.8%), Namibia

(26.1%) and Lesotho (42.9%); in more

established democracies, e.g. Mauritius (20%)

and Botswana (35.2%).
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• Taxpayers associations to demand greater

accountability.

• Greater visibility of direct taxation – income and

property taxes – that appear to be particularly

important in promoting political representation.

• Link taxes paid and benefits/services received –

compliance rates go up when citizens and

businesses know what they are getting in return

for their payments.

Responsiveness

• Balance discretionary powers of the tax authority

with taxpayer rights, a customer service attitude

to taxpayers and a better appeals process to

improve trust.

Transparency

• Private sector associations formally engaging with

government over tax policy and its administration.

• Transparent laws, regulations and procedures.

Capacity

• International networks of tax administrators,

to raise professional standards and ethics.

• The capacity, accountability and transparency 

of sub-national taxation.

Conclusion
These operational proposals are first steps; research

on the complex relationship between governance

and taxation is still in its infancy. But it is clear that

sound and fair domestic taxation systems promote

the effective democratic governance on which

development depends. Tax reforms that advance

better governance are also central to ending aid

dependency, so improving taxation is essential for

many Commonwealth developing countries. In the

words of the Kenyan Revenue Authority, ‘Pay your

taxes and set your country free’.40

Fair domestic taxation
systems promote the effective
democratic governance on
which development depends  
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